Interesting Websites
Music Map https://www.music-map.com/

Type in any musician’s name on the homepage and it will give you a map of other artists you might like.
The closer the names, the more alike the artist is. Give it a go and see if you can discover new music – it’s
like having that mate who knows everything about bands in a searchable database on the internet. Not bad
at all.

The Wiki Game https://www.thewikigame.com/group

Simple: get from one Wikipedia page to another in the quickest time period or the least clicks. You’ll need
to use your judgement here to decide which link will take you closest to the destination (while also getting
a tour around some of the more fascinating and unique pages of Wikipedia).

Camel Camel Camel https://uk.camelcamelcamel.com/
This website, surprisingly, has nothing to
do with camels. It’s an easy to use Amazon
price tracker. Throw in a url for an Amazon
product and it tells you how the price has
changed over the years. You might realise
you’re buying at the wrong time.

MuscleWiki https://musclewiki.com/
MuscleWiki provides an interactive
diagram of all the muscles you aren't
moving now that you're confined to
your apartment. Just click on a
muscle, and the site will suggest ways
to exercise it.

TED

www.ted.com

What We Like
• Cutting edge information.
• Lectures on an array of topics.
What We Don't Like
• Video format not always suitable.
• Unusual rating system.
TED has become a powerful organization in spreading ideas and knowledge. The nonprofit organization hosts
conferences around the world where people of all walks of life share their amazing ideas and experiences through short
speaking gigs.
If you have a pair of headphones handy, you should definitely check out this site. You can find video talks on practically
any subject you're interested in.
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